
Name:  ____________________________     Spelling List E-9

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Did you hear that our flight to Boston was delayed?     1.  _________________

2.  The caff stood up on wobbly legs right after it was born.     2.  _________________

3.  The young man was determined to clime Mount Everest.   3.  _________________

4.  Mindy's favorite season is autum.     4.  _________________

5.  Will you teach me how to whissle?       5.  _________________

6.  Overcoming hard things will build your caracter.      6.  _________________

7.  The honorable soldier was given an award for his service.   7.  _________________

8.  Luke's parents belong to a yatt club.     8.  _________________

9.  The sky lit up with an incredible crack of lightning.     9.  _________________

10.  Mr. Rothschild called the plummer to fix the kitchen sink.   10.  _________________

11.     Olivia decided to begin the assinement right away.           11.  _________________

12.  Be careful when you cut the cake with that knife.    12.  _________________
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13.  Corey couldn't kneal down for a while after the surgery.   13.  _________________

14.  Isn't there a nursery rhyme with a butcher, a baker, and   14.  _________________
a candlestick maker?   

15.   Little Jill pretends to be a princess who lives in a cassle.    15.   ________________

16.   It seems unfair to condemn him for an honest mistake.     16.  _________________

17.  Kathleen decided it was best to resine from her job.          17.  _________________

18.     My brother's favorite music is rythm and blues.                     18.  _________________

19.  You didn't even save me one crumb of birthday cake!    19.  _________________

20.  Just look at that adorable little lamb!               20.  _________________

Review Words

21.  Jayda wants to put  shelfs in the closet for extra storage.   21.  ________________

22.  Is that brand of camera lenses supposed to be good?    22.  _________________

23.  How long do you think the bateries are going to last?    23.  _________________

Challenge Words

24.  Oscar looked sadly at all the debris floating in the river.    24.  _________________

25.  Marina would like to earn her degree in psycology.    25.  _________________
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ANSWER KEY

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Did you hear that our   flight   to Boston was delayed?           1.  CORRECT

2.  The   caff   stood up on wobbly legs right after it was born.       2.  calf

3.  The young man was determined to   clime   Mount Everest.     3.  climb

4.  Mindy's favorite season is   autum.           4.  autumn

5.  Will you teach me how to   whissle   ?           5.  whistle

6.  Overcoming hard things will build your   caracter.            6.  character

7.  The   honorable   soldier was given an award for his service.    7.  CORRECT 

8.  Luke's parents belong to a   yatt   club.           8.  yacht

9.  The sky lit up with an incredible crack of   lightning.           9.  CORRECT 

10.  Mr. Rothschild called the   plummer   to fix the kitchen sink.     10.  plumber 

11.     Olivia decided to begin the   assinement   right away.              11.  assignment

12.  Be careful when you cut the cake with that    knife.           12.  CORRECT
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13.  Corey couldn't   kneal   down for a while after the surgery.      13.  kneel

14.  Isn't there a nursery rhyme with a   butcher,   a baker, and       14.  CORRECT 
a candlestick maker?   

15.  Little Jill pretends to be a princess who lives in a   cassle.          15.  castle

16.      It seems unfair to   condemn   him for an honest mistake.         16.  CORRECT

17.  Kathleen decided it was best to   resine   from her job.             17.  resign  

18.     My brother's favorite music is   rythm   and blues.                     18.  rhythm 

19.  You didn't even save me one   crumb   of birthday cake!        19.  CORRECT 

20.  Just look at that adorable little   lamb!           20.  CORRECT 

Review Words

21.  Jayda wants to put   shelfs   in the closet for extra storage.      21.  shelves

22.  Is that brand of camera   lenses   supposed to be good?         22.  CORRECT     

23.  How long do you think the   bateries   are going to last?           23.  batteries

Challenge Words

24.  Oscar looked sadly at all the   debris   floating in the river.        24.  CORRECT 

25.  Marina would like to earn her degree in   psycology.           25.  psychology
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